THE PEOPLE THAT IN DARKNESS SAT

1. For people that long sit in dark
   A glory light shines,
   That light finish shine in people
   That long time live
   In sin and death, in sin and death.

2. Welcome, Son of GOD.
   All nations gather and come.
   They happy same farmers that

3. Because you take-away all sin troubles
   And destroy Devil's controlling
   Same as Christian's enemy fall
   With GOD, HIS sword, with HIS sword.

4. For us child full hope is born,
   For us that Son is finish live;
   And he has much responsibility,
   And he has all power in earth and heaven.

5. HIS name will be Prince of Peace,
   The eternal Lord,
   The wonderful Advisor.
   He is GOD that receives worship from all people.

6. Lord Jesus, control us, we pray
   And keep us YOURS always.
   You with Father always stay
   And Holy Spirit are one. Amen